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foreword
This year marks the 25th anniversary of the
organisation that started off as a pressure group
and went on to respond to an invitation to become
a service provider.

Health and social care services should be
accessible to all and cooperation and collaboration
is what all service commissioner and providers
should strive for.

It took on the challenge with trepidation, however
with the determination to make a difference in
people’s lives…. especially the often overlooked,
disaffected, disadvantaged and marginalised. It is
hard not be struck by how much has been
achieved; the lives that have been affected and
the inspiring communities that have been part of
this journey.

This book captures the voices of people connected to
BHA, its staff, its volunteers and the service users,
all of whom have helped shape the organisation.

When we were first established, we called
ourselves Black HIV/AIDS Forum – we were single
issue and specific on our target population. Over
the years we have had to rebrand to reflect the
changing audience and purpose.
Even though our name has changed, the essence
of why we were founded, our principles, values,
ethos and the unquenchable drive to challenge
inequalities has been constant and will always
remain our raison d’etre.

Some recall the early days and the dream at its
inception, others reflect on its ethos, often carried
to other organisations, others consider its
determined vision and its unique and unwavering
commitment to engagement, to enlighten and
support individuals and communities towards
equality in health.
These are their words.
Priscilla Nkwenti
Chief Executive, BHA
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I remember...
Priscilla Nkwenti, Chief Executive, BHA

I remember... a room full of very angry people all
talking at the same time asking why black people
are always the first to be blamed when something
bad happens in society.
I remember... deciding to become a volunteer
after that meeting.
I remember... posters telling people from subSaharan Africa who had had sex with someone from
any sub-Saharan African country not to give blood.

I remember... a request to deliver awareness on
the benefits of breast screening and cervical
smears and in the excitement of the moment
taking along an explicit video of what happened
when you go for a cervical smear…
I remember... allowing people who did not know
what the vagina looked like to come to terms with
images of parts of their bodies.

I remember... working from an office that was a
converted toilet.

I remember... receiving a request from an
anonymous male caller breathing heavily down
the phone line, asking if I could explain to him
how to put on a condom.

I remember... being told by a Somali people group
that HIV transmission was not on their agenda –
let alone a priority. A warm and damp free house,
a job, a school place for their children, needed
sorting first.

I remember... answering the phone to a caller who
said that black people deserved to have HIV and we
should all pack our bags and go back to Africa and
die... otherwise he was coming down with a bomb
to blow us up.

I remember... feeling really smug at the end of an
HIV awareness session, when the participants
picked up information leaflets and condoms…
then shock horrors when the interpreter who had
assisted to deliver the session told me they
thought the nicely wrapped packages were
chocolates for their children and grandchildren.

I remember... the heartbreak and pain when Kay,
then Judith, then Beverley died so suddenly…
forever in our thoughts.
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I remember... how sad we were when our Trustee
Joel Richman sadly passed away.
I remember... hospital visits when we had to take
food, toiletries, including sanitary towels, as well
as bathing patients and braiding their hair.

I remember... walking out of a hospital ward at
North Manchester Hospital and wondering if that
would be the last visit.
I remember... the dreaded phone call from
family, friends, hospital staff to inform us of
someone’s passing.
I remember... when information and service
leaflets, including annual reports, had no pictures
of real people.
I remember... when HIV treatment was a handful
of tablets.
I remember... the health promotion teams who
worked alongside us and provided us with much
needed training as we branched out into sexual
health promotion.
I remember... going through security at Hindley
remand centre to deliver a talk on sexual wellbeing to a captive audience of incarcerated young
Black people.
I remember... and I thank the great people I have
had the privilege to work with during the past
25 years.
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dream
Section 1

BHA for Equality exists to work with and for
African, Caribbean, south and south east Asian
communities, refugees and people seeking asylum.
It was formed in May 1990 by a group of Black
people concerned about the impact of HIV and
Aids on the Black community in Manchester.
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‘BHA was a bit of
a dream and we
had a vision...
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... but we didn’t stay dreaming. We actually put it into
reality. Since day one BHA has fought the corner of
communities and minority groups who considered
themselves a ‘poor relation’ in terms of the level of services
and standard of health care they received.’
Carol Nelson, Treasurer, 2000

We were giving each
other strength. Sisters and
brothers determined to
fight the HIV and AIDS
virus. It was this solidarity
that gave us the passion
to go on.
Kwesi, 2005
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We had this situation where we were looking at HIV
and how different sections of the population were
affected and we thought: ‘do you go and put it on
agendas for meetings, or do you combine that with a
bit more of a radical approach?’
So we decided to we were going have a public
meeting and we put up these posters in Moss Side
that said: “HIV and AIDS affects Black people too. If
you’re interested, come to a public meeting in
Westwood Street.”
And it got a kind of mixed response. Some people
were like ‘oh that’s interesting it’s about time
someone was conerned about this. And the other
response was: ‘look, you’re
targeting Black people
again, saying Black people
are responsible for AIDS.’
So it was a lively meeting,
as you can imagine!
Mike Singh, BHA Founder
and Chair
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It has been an inspiring organisational
journey – created at the start of the
HIV epidemic and recognising from
the beginning that the status quo was
not going to meet the needs of the
Black communities in Manchester.
And to meet the needs of BME
communities BHA was going to have
to stick its head above the parapet and
do things differently.
That is the tradition in which BHA has
got things done – unwavering in
putting service users’ rights and needs
first, leading the way, innovating,
daring to try things differently, making
mistakes, and ultimately getting
things right, changing hearts and
minds and challenging the
establishment.
I am so proud to have played a tiny
part in that journey as a trustee. It
never felt easy to challenge the status
quo but it never felt impossible –
because everyone involved was
determined.
Simon Blake, Chief Executive of the
National Union of Students
13

They were hard times. Neither of us
had a car, so we went to lots of
places on the bus. We had this
portfolio and on it, in big yellow
letters, we had ‘BLACK HIV AND
AIDS FORUM.’
People got a bit nervous when you
got on the bus with it.
For some reason we always got a
seat to ourselves.
Evelyn Asante-Mensah,
former BHA CEO

I have felt illness, upset,
fright, anxiety, loneliness...
but I have also felt happy too,
as well as worried. I have
learned how to manage my
mental health, and recognise
when I need to take care of
myself. Talking in the group
always helps.
Sylvianne, 2015
14
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Almost two decades ago, I was working for a counselling and
advice project for gay men and lesbians in London while
planning to start a new life in Manchester. I remember seeing a
small advert for BHAF (Black HIV and AIDS Forum) in a
national support manual, and thinking at the time, it would be
a good contact to chase up once I moved to the city. By chance,
in the first few weeks in my new job at the Zion Centre, I met
with Evelyn and Priscilla, and within 18 months, I was working
alongside them as one of BHAF’s sessional Black Gay Men’s
Development Workers.
In the late nineties, and it could be said that not much has
changed now, the resources, support and services available to
the Black gay and lesbian communities in the Northern region
were patchy, uncoordinated and underdeveloped; and their
needs often invisible or ignored by most health service
providers and community groups, compared to the range of
options and opportunities available to their counterparts in
London. BHAF made it part of its mission to change this
inequality in a small way.
Not long after we started as a team, we ran a series of monthly
club nights called Northern Masala in the Manchester’s gay
village to promote good sexual health messages for Black gay
men and lesbians and to support a group of volunteers to run
it. At the time, the village had the reputation of mainly catering
to the needs and tastes of white gay men to the exclusion of
everyone else, including women and ethnic minorities; and
often unwelcoming and hostile to people who were not quite
like themselves. It was also not surprising that in the days
before mobile phones and the internet, getting information out
to ethnic minorities was an up-hill struggle, often by word of
mouth, discreet and below the radar, many feared to be ‘outed’,
to be labelled queer or be seen in gay spaces, being too scared
of being ostracised by their families and support networks.
If you were of Asian, Black, or Middle Eastern background you
would not necessarily identify or enjoy culturally or socially
what was on offer to white gay men so the outreach work, the
talking, meeting and sharing what we were trying to do and
why – be it handing out leaflets at the August Bank Holiday
Mardi Gras parade in Manchester, or during students’ Freshers’
Week, or speaking up at local community events or on the radio
– it was all part of making a difference.
It is hard to believe that, despite so many victories for gay and
lesbian communities in the UK, within some families and in
certain groups and cultures there continues to be mistrust of
others, fractured and divided communities, fear of new ways
and a deep reluctance to embrace change, not forgetting
deeply entrenched racism and homophobia. So the job is never
finished. So when you see the brutality and dangers that many
gay men and women experience across the globe – there is still
the urgency to keep fighting, of raising our voices and talking
about our experiences, being proud collectively and showing
solidarity, of who we are and who we choose to be.
Kirit Patel, former BHA employee
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I cannot believe it’s 25 years since two fresh-faced,
enthusiastic young ladies, with strong vision and passion for
responding to health needs in our community, started work
to develop a community project on increasing awareness of
HIV. They were based in a tiny cubby hole in Hulme.
That was the birth of BHAF – the Black HIV and AIDS
Forum. Out of that came several positive things: The HIV/
AIDS Helpline which offered advice in various languages,
Health Awareness events such as African Men Talk
Sexual Health – which, contrary to cultural expectations,
was over-subscribed – and the African Women’s Health
Forum which went on to successfully win several awards
for developing culturally sensitive resources.
It goes without saying that the development from those
humble beginnings to BHA today has been an
extraordinary journey. Congratulations to BHA and thanks
to ALL staff, friends and supporters for their unconditional
support for past 25 years... I am looking forward to the
next 25 years!
Elizabeth Aniteye, African Women’s Health Forum
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ethos
Section 2

Working for BHA has been a formative
career experience for so many people,
in a workforce of unparalleled diversity.
The organisation’s ethos lives on in
every new workplace and community
they moved on to. I know it did for me.
Phil Martin, former BHA employee
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Our ethos is based on respect for
individuals, communities and the
acknowledgement and celebration of
differences as a positive factor.
A former BHA employee, 2001
Sahara referred me to a support group
where I can mix with other people –
some from my own country – and have
really helped me sort out my feelings
and not give up.
Sadik, 2003
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I want to thank Skyline for
always being there for me.
I didn’t know what it was
to feel free and be honest.
I am taking what I have
learned and using it every
day. I didn’t know my life
could feel OK again when
I found out I had HIV.
Francis

My grandmother was here
when I started the job and
when she found out I was
working for an HIV and
AIDS organisation, she told
me I should take in my own
cup, plate and cutlery, and if
I went to anyone’s house I
wasn’t to accept a drink
because, you know, it was
possibly catching! So... yes,
there was a lot anxiety
about in those days.
Evelyn Asante-Mensah,
former BHA CEO
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We mean to go on as we started. Always hammering out
an answer to a problem and never taking ‘no’ for an answer.
BHA Employee, 2003
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I have been a service user for nine years. BHA has
been of great support for me and my family, both
emotionally and materially. I have come across a
lot of friendly people who have made a positive
impact in my life, and they still remain my friends.
With the support my children were able to enjoy
trips, I was provided with food parcels when I
was in dire need, attended various lectures about
HIV and well-being, which were a source of
enlightenment and education. I will always be
grateful to those who have been providing funds
to BHA directly or indirectly. There are still people
out there who need these support.
Chizamo
BHA have been so supportive to me and my
family for past 13 years. It serves as my extended
family, knowing I don’t have any in the UK. When
things gets tough either mentally, emotionally,
physically or financially I race to the office and
they never let me go without feeling at ease. I
thank all the staff and volunteers at BHA,
especially Fabiola and Amina, for their support,
understanding and help. They stood by me, went
through processes and meetings with me, my
husband and my children, indeed we are grateful
and we cannot thank you enough. We are happy,
at ease and content knowing that our family is
together, intact.
Kathyrn

After my world turned upside down with a HIV
diagnosis, BHA Skyline helped me more than I
could ever imagine. I'm now a more confident
and happy person with a purpose in life.
Will
Skyline has been more than a family to me. I
have received moral, financial, mental and
emotional support throughout the years. I have
gained immense knowledge through
volunteering and received so much help for my
ill husband when I was housebound looking
after him. Having a friendly face around the
home was heaven sent. Skyline to me is an
information source, for anything I want to
know – the support workers are very equipped
at signposting other agencies many I’d not
have known about. I have benefited from
having a listening ear from the CBT therapist,
from reflexology therapy, I enjoy support
groups. Skyline has been the best support
networks that have given me a family that l do
not have, coming from Zimbabwe.
Latoyah

I remembered the first time that I spoke to
someone about Skyline, it was just after the
volunteer training. I felt empowered by the
training. HIV work at Skyline has ignited my
passion and I want to know more to help and give
to people. Being a service user and volunteering at
Skyline has encouraged me to apply for jobs and
go back to work. Now my life is able to move on.
Audrey, a volunteer
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The Arise project is one
of the best things that
happened to me.
I needed an outlet for my
anger and an answer to
all the questions. Their
reassurance, information
As a volunteer you are a part of a
vital and valued part of the Leeds
Skyline team. One of my greatest
achievements in my time as a
volunteer is winning Best Volunteer
five times from LGBT Awards.
Paul, a BHA volunteer

and advice helped me
emotionally and
mentally as well as
physically.
Lemah, 2004
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vision
Section 3

I couldn’t have gone through
the mood swings and wouldn’t
be alive if it wasn’t for the
HIV support group
Leon, 2003
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I am 48 years old and I come from Zimbabwe.
I was diagnosed HIV positive eight years ago
shortly after my arrival in the UK. The diagnosis
was like a double sword for me as I was also
struggling with immigration issues. It was a
difficult time.
I thought I was dying. Initially I had decided to
keep the diagnosis to myself but later realised
this was pushing me into a series of depression,
and self-isolation. I hated myself, I saw myself as
an infectious, dirty, and diseased woman. Six
months after my diagnosis, a friend took me to
BHA. From the day I first stepped into BHA until
today, my life has never been the same again,
there has been continuous positive development
in my life. For the first time after my diagnosis,
I felt valued, and respected even though internal
stigma had destroyed my personal confidence
I was able to talk openly about HIV without any
fears of being judged. I am really humbled by the
warm reception that I got from BHA staff. The
service users are brilliant, their support, and
friendliness has boosted my self-esteem. I see
them as my first family. These meaningful
relations have enabled me to keep going even
when the going gets tough. Their love has left a
permanent mark in my heart.
Chantel
29
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Inequalities exist within health and social care and
some groups of people are more adversely affected by
certain conditions than others – one size does not fit all.
BHA has helped to provide access to a number of
minority groups whose voices would otherwise not have
been heard, including refugees, people with HIV and
people whose first language is not English. Some of the
stories that people have told have had a real impact. We
would like to work with BHA more proactively to ensure
that the experiences of people are routinely fed back to
services rather than working retrospectively and we’d
like BHA to help us to develop a larger network and
links to other groups.
Jez Buffin, University of Central Lancashire
I vividly recall my first day of visiting Black Health
Agency. What impressed me was the fact that the
organisation worked with local BME communities,
was based at the heart of the community and most
of all the work it was involved in was around HIV/
AIDS, a cause close to my heart. Even more
impressive was the fact that it was a big BME
organisation, with a turnover of over 3 million
pounds, a rarity to find such an organisation
outside London! Over the years there has been
significant changes for the organisation, the main
one being rebranding of the organisation The Black
Health Agency to The BHA, reflecting changing
needs of communities they work with, culture of
the organisation as well as outward focus whereby
it began to work not only in Manchester, but
Leeds, Bolton and Wigan. The organisation moved
to new premises where it operates from today and
inevitably this has led to changes in the culture of
the organisation, ways of thinking, operating and
of accessing resources, in general shrank, the
demand for the BHA services has increased,
leading to innovative ways of working. In the
process of the changes and because of reduced
resources it has unfortunately lost important

projects such as the work with young people and
on drugs and alcohol. At the same time, it has
seized opportunities to work with other
disadvantaged communities such as Roma
communities and that work has been quite
successful. I believe that the future of the
organisation is bright and it will continue to grow
from strength to strength. For me it has truly been
an amazing journey and I feel privileged to have
been part of it as a Trustee. It is a feat that is has
been in existence for this length of time and while
at times it has been challenging, it has stood the
test of time and I truly believe it’s going to be here
for a long time to come for it fills a vital niche,
advocating for the voiceless, invisible communities
and those experiencing all forms of discrimination.
Maureen Ndlovu, Trustee
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One in four Black men will be diagnosed with
prostate cancer in their lifetime. Only 8% of
Black men know that they have a higher than
average risk of prostate cancer. Also, Black men
with cancer report poorer experiences of NHS
care. They are also more likely to die from
prostate cancer compared to other ethnicities.
Prostate Cancer UK wants Black men to know
their risk of developing prostate cancer and have
made awareness raising a priority.
Although PCUK is a national organisation,
we can only reach communities through
organisations like BHA. Through the work
delivered by BHA we have increased community
understanding of prostate cancer in Black men,
and have empowered Black men to make
informed decisions about their prostate health
and thousands of PCUK publications and
information leaflets have been distributed to
the Black community.
Paula Hewitt, Community Support Services
Manager North West, Prostate Cancer UK
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A healthy community has access to
information so its members can make
informed choices. BHA has proved itself adept
at responding to the needs of communities
that are often deemed by the mainstream as
to be hard to reach or unwilling to engage
Mapenze, 2007

Skyline has given me back
my life. Ever since I was
diagnosed they have given
me hope to live positively
Bolane
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engage
Section 4

Jeena works creatively and sometimes even

in semi clandestine ways to overcome the
cultural taboos that prevent women accessing
the information, support and treatments they
need to remain healthy and safe
BHA employee, 2007
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I have some very fond memories
of BHA and feel privileged to
have been working as a Trustee.
One of the most important
journeys with BHA was really
understanding the social
constructs of the term ‘Black’.
This was an organisation that
helped to embrace a much wider
perspective in its definition with
a very inclusive approach in
addressing health inequalities.
I witnessed the growth of BHA
from its humble beginnings that
focused on HIV/AIDS to an
organisation that challenged
wider health issues and it was
a brand that was well respected
by Health, Local Authorities
and more importantly the wider
BME communities.
Mansoor Shah,
former BHA Trustee

I was working for Shades City
Centre Project as a young Black
person’s support worker, and I
met Carlene and Priscilla and
they talked me into being on the
management committee. Then
when the organisation decided to
advertise for a paid worker I was
interested in it so I had to resign
from the management committee.
And I remember being
interviewed by Sonia who was
the then Chair, and Fola. I wasn’t
entirely sure I’d get it. But I did,
and on my first day going into the
office in the Zion, there was just
Priscilla sat in this tiny room, and
after saying hello I think her first
words were: ‘I don’t think you
should do anything until you’ve
had a conversation with Mike.’
Evelyn Asante-Mensah,
former BHA CEO
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I became involved having undergone treatment
for Hepatitis C twice. I wanted to help support
people and also help in prevention work. I met
and worked with great staff, volunteers and
service users at BHA who became friends.
I learnt how rewarding it can be to volunteer for
an organisation like BHA. It has given me more
insight, experience and knowledge and I believe
a better person in my private and working life.
I daily fight the corner for diverse communities
and minority groups, disadvantaged, ethnic and
excluded groups also asylum seekers the
travelling communities. I believe strongly in trying
to use my lived and work experience to improve
equality and diversity, health and inequality,
inclusion health for all communities and groups,
including staff, who have the right and need to
use and work in our health and care system and
to lead a productive life and healthier life. I’m cochair of the Greater Manchester Values Group,
working with people being released from prison
who are at the risk of being homeless and have
various support needs such as housing, intense
support in substance misuse, criminal justice
system advice, information on mental health,
blood borne viruses.BHA helped me to do the
work that I now do.
Stewart Moors, former BHA service user,
volunteer and employee

The organisation has given
the first step on the ladder
into a career in health, social
care and advocacy but, more
than that, it has nurtured and
developed many future team
leaders, service managers,
and executives and by doing
so it has helped put people
with real understanding of
grassroots need into positions
of influence.
Phil Martin, former
BHA Employee

BHA had the faith in me... to
use my work ethic, creativity
and youth engagement skills
to support young people to
access better sexual health
information and make sense
of the risky circumstances
they found themselves in.
Paul Mattis, former
BHA Employee
40
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There is a common misconception that the Asian
community doesn’t want to know about these issues
but addressed effectively and sensitively, both men
and women can be ready to engage and talk openly
about sexual or reproductive health.
A Jeena worker

My first day as a trustee at BHA
I was met by sheer warmth and
passion of a group of staff who
provided value support, guidance
and advice to some of our most
vulnerable residents in the
community.
Their commitment, experience
and dedication was clearly
evident which is proven by the
positive feedback received from
resident families and carers.
I remember standing with
Priscilla Nkwenti and Evelyn
42

Asante Mensah as we represented
BHA at an event. Standing side by
side with two formidable women
founders of BHA.
I was very proud to be chairing an
organisation with a long standing
history of supporting people who
are often disadvantaged within our
society. BHA has a strong value
base and I have continued to
proudly watch the organisation go
from strength to strength with that
value base well and truly intact.
Claudette Elliott, former BHA Chair
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moving forward
Section 5

As a Patron of the BHA, I am
very proud of the work and
services provided a team of
incredibly dedicated staff and
volunteers.
The passion shown by all
involved is a testament to the
organisation and I’m certain it will continue for
another 25 years. Well done to all.
Elaine Clarke, Patron
In the mid-1980s I was
involved in a play that toured
high schools trying to
enlighten classes of young
people about HIV and AIDS, to
educate them on methods of
safe sex, and to attempt to
stem the frenzy of prejudice and bigotry so
prevalent at the time.
Thirty years later, I was asked to portray Val Pollard
who becomes HIV positive in Emmerdale, a national
TV soap that is watched by millions.
The brief was the same but the story was aimed at
middle-aged heterosexual women, who are now one
of the fastest growing groups at risk. In the process, I
was fortunate to meet and become involved with the
people at Skyline in Leeds. Their support,
encouragement and candour informed the unfolding
story and how I played it. Many clinics throughout
Britain reported an increase in people coming forward
to be tested directly as a result of the storyline.
I am both delighted and humbled to be asked to
become a BHA Patron and I am looking forward to
helping in whatever way I can.
Charlie Hardwick, Patron
44

Everyone at LGBT Foundation is delighted to
wish all the staff and volunteers of BHA, past
and present, a very happy 25th Anniversary.
Both our organisations have been working for the last
quarter of a century to improve the lives of those in our
BHA has been an essential and committed partner over
the last three decades to ensure that black and minority
ethnic people (BAME) have access to appropriate and
relevant services, information and advice.
We have been proud to work alongside our BHA
colleagues in highlighting the need for further
targeted services for BAME lesbian, gay, bisexual
and trans (LGBT) people and have worked as partners
across many unique projects over the years such as
Manchester’s World AIDS Day Partnership and
various sexual health campaigns both locally and
nationally aimed at reaching out to those who are
disproportionately affected by HIV in our communities.
There is much more work to do for both our
organisations and we look forward to an even closer
working relationship over the next 25 years to ensure
that BAME LGBT people continue to have access to the
services and support they need and very much deserve.
Paul Martin OBE, Chief Executive LGBT Foundation

I have known and supported the work of BHA
since its humble beginnings 25 years ago and
congratulate everyone past and present on
reaching this milestone anniversary.
As the needs of the local community have evolved,
so has BHA, working with the vulnerable and
marginalised to give them the tools and confidence
to improve their health and wellbeing and build a
better life for themselves and their families.
Volunteers are the backbone of organisations like
BHA, giving up their own time to make a
difference to the lives of others and their
communities. In the face of deep cuts to public
spending, we cannot afford to lose the valuable
contribution that voluntary organisations like BHA
make to our society.
Greater Manchester boasts an army of
inspirational people who are doing some great
work to make their neighbourhoods better and
stronger, working with the police, councils and
other agencies to improve the lives of local people.

BHA is a very useful
important service for the
people who access it. The
organisation gives sevice
users somewhere to turn to
in their darkest hours. I am
delighted to support BHA
in any way that I can.
Mike Shaft, Patron

The volunteers and staff at BHA stand tall
amongst them.
Tony Lloyd, Police and Crime Commissioner for
Greater Manchester
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projects
and partnerships
African AIDS Helpline: free and confidential advice and
information on Sexual Health and HIV testing,
prevention, treatment, support and counselling services
for Africans living in England.
African Women’s Health Forum: culturally-sensitive
information resources on health and wellbeing produced
by Black African women volunteers living in Manchester.
ARISE HIV Support: advice, information and support to
individuals and families from Black Africans living with
or affected by HIV in Manchester.
Being Black Is...: a Black History Month initiative:
children and young people from schools in Manchester
invited to enter a competition to express their
perception, ideas and experiences of what being Black
means to them.
BHA Befriending Service: for people living with HIV
and their families, provided by volunteers from Black
communities who were trained and supported to
provide emotional and practical support.

Hepatitis C Support: one-to-one peer support for
individuals affected by Hepatitis C.
Jeena: one-to-one and group information and
advice and awareness sessions for South Asian
women regarding sexual and reproductive health
and well-being.
Leeds Skyline: a range of services and support
for people in Leeds who are living with or affected
by HIV.
Listen Up! Young People’s Question Time:
an opportunity for young people of Manchester to
raise questions to local, regional and national key
public and community figures on issues that affect
them most.
Manchester Drugs and Race Unit: an initiative to
promote equal access to drug treatment services for
Manchester’s Black and ethnic minority
communities.

BHA Counselling Service: for African men and women
across Greater Manchester who are living with, affected
by or worried about HIV infection.

Manchester Race and Health Forum: a broker
between the statutory services and the community
and voluntary sectors, working to improve the health
of Black and Minority Ethnic groups in Manchester.

BHA Interpretation Service: a team of skilled
interpreters and translators from the community who
provide a culturally appropriate service.

Northern Masala: a series of monthly club nights in
the Manchester’ Gay Village to promote good sexual
health messages for Black gay men.
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Routes: supporting newly arrived families in
Manchester working holistically to ensure access to
services and opportunities.
Sahara: supporting refugees and asylum seekers in
North Manchester with mental health issues,
signposting users to appropriate services.
The Roma Heritage Project: educating children on
Roma history and culture, developed to give pupils an
insight into this community, and partly produced by
Roma people.
Young Black Perspectives: launched initially with Black
young men, went on to engage with BME and refugee
and asylum seeking young people aged 11 – 25 in
Manchester, Trafford and Salford and developed creative
peer-led initiatives around issues affecting their lives.
Partnerships
Healthwatch England: is the independent consumer
champion for health and social care in England ensuring
voices of consumers and those who use services reach
the ears of the decision makers.

LINKs – Local Involvement Networks: A service set up
to give communities a stronger voice in their health and
social care services; independent networks of local
people and groups.
National African HIV Prevention Programme: works
with community-based organisations such as BHA to
implement national projects, campaigns, activities and
initiatives aimed at African people living in England.
SMILE: funded by the European Commission’s Lifelong
Learning Programme and implemented in five countries
(Italy, Croatia, Bulgaria, United Kingdom and Belgium).
Time2Reason about prostate cancer: a local campaign
across Manchester, led by BHA for Equality and
supported by Prostate Cancer UK. The campaign aims to
inform Black men particularly those of African and
Caribbean descent about prostate cancer and their
rights to accessing services.
The Sickle Cell and Thalassaemia Outreach Project:
was part of the NHS National Screening Programme.
BHA engaged with the South Asian community in
Manchester to raise awareness of the disorders.

PPI – Public and Patient Involvement Forum:
engaged with patients in assessing their own care and
services provided in their communities with 22
organisations across Manchester, Central Lancashire
and West Yorkshire.
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1990

1991

1992

Black HIV and AIDS
Forum (BHAF)
launches in response
to concerns about
the impact of HIV
and AIDS on black
communities in
Manchester

BHAF gains
charitable status

Counselling is offered
with George House
Trust

BHAF moves from
the AIDS Unit to Zion
Community Health
Resource Centre

Information pack for
black lesbians is
produced in Hindi,
Gujerati, Punjabi,
Bengali, Chinese,
Urdu, Somali and
English

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

BHAF attends
Manchester’s second
gay carnival

BHAF works with
the Immigration
Aid Unit to provide
information on
immigration law and
HIV diagnosis to
help people raise this
as part of
immigration appeals

Support Services are
launched

270 women attend
the Asian Women’s
Health Day

First event is held
for African
Women’s Health

Student placements
are provided in
partnership with
Manchester
Metropolitan
University

BHAF starts work
with Black gay
men in a needs
assessment
programme jointly
with the NAZ
project in London

BHAF takes part in
the Drugs Prevention
initiative – with
leaflets for BME users

BHAF represented
on Church of
England Board for
Social Responsibility
and works with staff
supporting
churches’ work on
HIV and STDs
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1998
Befriending scheme
launches to make links
with communities and
provide culturallysensitive materials

1999
Funding is secured for
the charity’s first Peer
Education Worker
Evelyn AsanteMensah, then Chief
Executive, is one of
only 15 people in UK to
receive a Health Action
Zone Fellowship
First African Men’s
Health Conference is
attended by 50
organised with Broad
African Representative
Council
Young Black Men’s
Peer Education Project
launches to explore the
attitudes and
behaviour of 13-25 year
old men from African
Caribbean
communities in
relation to sex, drugs
and health
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2000

2001

2002

More than 60 women
attend African
Women’s Health Forum

Northern Forum
launches as a
collective of
organisations working
with African and other
black communities
across the north of
England on issues of
HIV and sexual health

Launch of the new
name, Black Health
Agency (BHA)

BHAF works with:
Bangladeshi Women’s
Group, Indian
Association, Chinese
Health and Information
Society, Neesa
Women’s Project,
Somali Women’s
Health Project
BHAF holds workshop
at first Conference of
Teen Pregnancy Coordinators
African AIDS Helpline
launches
Love Africa website
launches

Training for midwives
across the city to raise
awareness through the
maternal health and
HIV project

BHA initiatives
include: Manchester
Drugs and Race Unit,
Mental Health
Support Services for
Refugee and Asylum
Seeking Communities,
support services for
people with HIV and
people living with
cancer
Routes supports
newly arrived families
in Manchester
working holistically to
ensure access to
opportunities and
services

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

BHA works with Body
Positive North West to
provide holistic and
complementary
services

African Women’s
Health Forum wins
Excellent Services to
Women in Manchester
Award in the category
for access to services
to women from abroad

National African HIV
Prevention Programme
launches Let’s Talk
HIV project speaking
directly to young
people aged 16-25,
Christian and Muslim
communities, people
living with HIV and
men who have sex
with men

Campaigns Beyond
Condoms and Let’s
Talk HIV launch to
start conversations
with Christians and
Muslims about sexual
health

PPI Forum launches
the Listening to Older
People report to
influence and deliver
change to older
citizens of Manchester

BHA begins a two-year
contract with the
Commission for Patient
and Public
Involvement in Health
(CPPH) to establish the
Patient and Public
Involvement Forums
(PPIF) in Manchester,
central Lancashire,
Calderdale, Kirklees
and Wakefield
African Men’s Health
Initiative launches
Young Black People’s
Peer Education Project
launches with a new
volunteer co-ordinator

Northern Forum
produces audiotapes
and pocket-sized
booklets providing HIV
information in Arabic,
English, French,
Portuguese, Shona,
Swahili and Somali
National African HIV
Prevention Programme
mounts media
campaign aimed at
reducing the risk of
HIV transmission
within the African
communities in
England
Love Africa Valentine’s
Day event focuses on
HIV and AIDS
awareness with
testing as a positive
health choice

Reaching Out project
launches by
Manchester Drugs and
Race Unit reaching
Bangladeshi, Chinese,
Pakistani and Somali
communities

My Blood Event is
organised by the
Patient and Public
Involvement Forums to
help people find out
about sickle cell
anaemia which affects
mainly people of
African or Caribbean
descent

Men are invited for
haircuts – and to
discuss why young
men don’t access
mainstream health
services – at the Cut
Off event organised by
Young Black
Peerspectives (YBP)
BHA receives funding
to run an HIV support
service in Leeds and
Skyline launches to
offer support for
people, families and
carers who are
affected by HIV/AIDS
Hepatitis C Support
Group launches to offer
one-to-one peer
support to individuals
affected
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2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

BHA celebrates its
18th anniversary

BHA distributes
booklets, posters and
helpline cards to
communities for the
National African HIV
Prevention Programme

Sahara Project
supports people from
countries all known for
political and civil
unrest: Pakistan,
Angola, Cameroon,
Tunisia, Iran and
Eritrea

BHA Leeds Skyline
hosts a major
conference for local
African communities
and faith leaders

BHA becomes local
lead partner for
commissioning HIV
Prevention Services for
African people across
England as part of HIV
Prevention England

BHA wins the contract
to facilitate the Local
Involvement Networks
in Manchester,
Warrington and
Lancashire
The Routes project
supports families from
over 70 countries as
part of support to new
arrivals in Manchester
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Local Involvement
Network (LINks) in
Manchester,
Lancashire and
Warrington launched
with BHA support
giving individuals,
voluntary sector
organisations and
community groups the
chance to comment on
health and social
service provision

National I Do It Right
information and advice
service launches
The Listen Up Young
People’s Conference is
held funded by The Big
Lottery Awards for All

Wirral BME starts
work with Terence
Higgins Trust to build
community networks
and access needs of
local African
communities
Arise project delivers
food parcels to people
experiencing financial
hardship
BHA becomes a
partner organisation in
the Speak Out
Network of groups
working with the Care
Quality Commission
led by the University of
Central Lancashire

BHA produces two
short films – one in
English – highlighting
its services which are
premiered at
Manchester Arndale
Centre
A family support
worker is recruited to
work with HIV positive
women and teenagers
on a one-to-one basis
to reduce isolation and
empower women to
meet in safe,
confidential spaces
Routes celebrate ten
years

2013

2014

2015

What’s Working
delivers lifelong
learning to Roma
communities to tackle
the poor take up of
pre-school provision,
significant levels of
early school drop-out
and prevalence of early
marriage and teen
pregnancy

BHA works with two
young people from the
Roma community and
Salford University to
identify issues that are
affecting the Roman
community

BHA celebrates its
25th anniversary

Healthwatch Bolton
launches to give a
voice to people in
health and social care
Romani Well Being
Project launches to
tackle discrimination
and narrow the gap
between
disadvantaged groups
and the wider
community and
between Manchester
and the rest of the
country

The Stepping Up Day
helps young people
make the transition
from children’s HIV
clinic to adult services
A changing economic
and political
environment means
Leeds Skyline sees an
increase in the number
of people with learning
disabilities, mental
health issues,
relationship
challenges, domestic
abuse problems, debt
and destitution
accessing services
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“BHA was a bit of a dream and we had a vision...
but we didn’t stay dreaming”
In 1990, a group of Black people concerned about the impact of HIV and AIDS
on the Black community in Manchester came together to take action.

Design: www.andrassymedia.co.uk

What they could not know was that, 25 years later, the process they had set
in train would lead to the development of an organisation synonymous with
putting service users’ rights and needs first, daring to try things differently,
and leading the way in supporting some of the most disadvantaged
communities within our society.
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In the words of one former BHA employee: ‘Working for BHA has been a
formative career experience for so many people, in a workforce of unparalleled
diversity. The organisation’s ethos lives on in every new workplace and
community they move on to. I know it did for me.’
Plaudits such as this echo throughout this fascinating little publication.
Neither a history book nor a manifesto, BHA: the first twenty five years
nevertheless captures the spirit of BHA in the words of people whose lives it
has touched: its workers, volunteers, supporters, partners and of course its
service users.
BHA: the first twenty five years offers a unique glimpse inside an organisation
that started by dreaming, and continues to do so, daring every day to imagine
what a world could be like where health and wellbeing is a right – and a
reality – enjoyed equally by all.

